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Chronic pain burdens many people but access to guidelinebased and long-term treatment remains challenging.
Contemporary gold-standard treatment is based on an
interdisciplinary multidimensional or multimodal therapy.
It fosters patients’ empowerment through physiotherapy,
psychotherapy, education, and behavioral change.
Increasingly, these include broader health considerations
e.g., addressing sleep disturbance, weight, stress, and social engagement.
Digital modalities in physiotherapy include medical apps
(mHealth apps), telemedicine as well as augmented (AR)
and virtual reality (VR) tools. They are promising tools to bring
pain knowledge into practice. Delivered though smartphones,
tablets, and other digital media, mHealth apps can provide
effective interdisciplinary treatment to patients with chronic
pain independent of physical location or temporal synchrony
with providers (Schäfer A et al. 2018). Supporting their use, a
recent meta-analysis of 12 RCTs suggested that mHealth
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applications have a small positive effect in chronic pain
reduction (Pfeifer et al. 2020). However, the quality of
evidence was low due to lack of blinding and small sample
sizes. Telemedical tools can advance treatment by fostering
cooperation among specialists using, e.g., digital tools for
clinical decision making in diagnostics and treatment (Toelle
et al. 2019; Priebe et al. 2020a).
Virtual reality (VR) also shows initial promising results in
clinical studies. VR integrates mechanisms of distraction,
behavioral modification, relaxation, and education in an
engaging, condition-relevant manner. VR shows substantial
efficacy in acute pain relief and – utilizing embodiment
capabilities – is increasingly applied in studies for chronic
pain conditions, in particular neuropathic pain, and low
back pain (Trost et al. 2021a). However, as with digital apps,
greater research is needed on long-term outcomes, because
current research is limited by non-standardized methodology
and small, uncontrolled designs.
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Innovations in physiotherapy: Digital apps and virtual reality
What are their advantages?

What are examples?

• Remote treatment in high frequency
• Reminders
• Personalization
• Tracking of usage behavior/diaries

• Kaia app for low back pain
• VRWalk for spinal cord injury
• Recognise for complex regional
pain syndrome

What are limitations?

What is their failure?

• Access dependent on internet
• Data safety
• Limited social interaction/support
• Emergency or red flags management

• Gamification elements
• Group training
• Interface to different specialties
• Combination of real and virtual world

Figure 1: Opportunities and Limitations.

Requirements and advantages for digital
physio- and multidimensional pain therapy

Barriers and limitations of digital apps in
physiotherapy and multimodal pain therapy

Patient data security is an obligatory requirement. Secondly,
a connection of real and digital world can foster adherence:
some apps include online coaching and others combine
physical appointments with digital training plans. All apps
should provide an emergency management plan – e.g., 24/7
phone numbers to local health care providers or other emergency contacts.

While many apps also function offline, most require a robust
internet connection. Given their recognized utility, health
insurance plans in some countries allow for prescription of
apps, thus addressing potential issues of cost. But, physiotherapists’ views of mHealth apps are not unequivocally
positive: the lack of contextual factors, manual treatment,
and interaction with other patients weaken the alliance
between patient and physiotherapist (Martínez de la Cal et
al. 2021). Evolving technology is increasingly able to enrich
digital intervention with contextual factors such as verbal
communication (e.g., paraphrasing and linguistic reciprocity,
clear instructions, expression of support) and non-verbal
communication (e.g., affirmative head nodding, eye contact,
open posture), tailored to the individual patient (Turolla
et al. 2020).

Obvious advantages are high-frequency and remote training
options which can be further fostered by digital reminders,
gaming, or competitive elements. Treatment diaries can be
shared with the physiotherapist. Also, adherence tracking
can be included if, e.g., outside activities like Nordic walking
or cycling are part of the program. Finally, the use of mHealth
apps may enable engagement with broader aspects
of pain care e.g., addressing sleep or mood as part of
physiotherapy-led pain care.
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The growth of digital and virtual technologies has also
facilitated novel interprofessional collaborations between
researchers, clinicians, and technology developers (often
businesses); such collaborations call for understanding of
the benefits and drawbacks of specific design choices with
respect to cost, utility, and ease of deployment, as well as
intellectual property arrangements.
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Empirical Rigor

The future

Despite substantial progress, the field of digital health and
pain rehabilitation calls for greater methodological rigor to
allow firm conclusions regarding the utility of various modes
of intervention. This includes better-powered and appropriately controlled studies, as well as standardized metrics
which allow replication and comparison across studies.
This is made challenging by rapidly evolving technological
capabilities and, in rapidly evolving areas like VR, lack
of firm theoretical scaffolding (Trost et al. 2021a).

Many patients are quite excited when apps are introduced
into the treatment – especially when they are easy to use
(summarized in Figure 1). However, motivation and adherence
are also challenges in the real world. Group training – possibly
combined with gamification elements or real-world classes –
could utilize the best of both worlds. The integration of
augmented or virtual reality can increase motivation and
adherence in a growing digital generation. These new technical devices use distraction and embodiment into various
Avatars to create new behaviors and increase training
efficiency (Lindner et al. 2020). In the future, interdisciplinary health care teams could use the data together with the
patient to plan the treatment and integrate other modules
from medicine and psychotherapy to “live” the biopsychosocial model of chronic pain.

Examples
The Kaia App successfully implements current treatment
guidelines for low back pain with three therapy modules:
physiotherapy/physical exercise, mindfulness and relaxation techniques, and back pain-specific education (Toelle
et al., 2019; Priebe et al., 2020a; Priebe et al., 2020b). A personalized program uses the patient´s status of knowledge,
practice, and progress to constantly adapt exercise. A control system via the camera of the mobile phone catches the
movements of the patient, models them in 3D and provides
feedback to secure optimized exercise execution.
Home-based VR treatment of neuropathic pain following
spinal cord injury employs an immersive, interactive virtual
reality walking intervention (VRWalk) as an extension of
visual feedback therapies (e.g., mirror therapy). Participants
direct their virtual gait using naturalistic arm activity captured by the VR system, allowing them to ambulate through
the virtual environment and collect points. This not only
decreases neuropathic pain but also shows evidence of
reversing neuroplastic changes (Trost Z et al. 2021b).
Complex Regional Pain Syndrome (O’Connell et al. 2013) and
phantom limb pain (Batsford et al. 2017) can be treated with
graded motor imagery: The Recognise App implements
the first two stages: left/right discrimination and motor
imagery. Especially in high frequency training intervals with
therapy tools like pictures, mHealth apps can provide a
manageable all-day training possibility.
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